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Quotes: 
“Never let a serious crisis go to waste.  Don’t underestimate the potential of a good crisis to call 
forth resilience.”  Ed Friedman 
Or another version of this idea “We can be making great progress in the middle of a mess.”  Dr. 
Angelo Bolea 
“The true battle of our time is being fought in the human imagination.  Moral imagination must 
be refreshed and renewed in every age.” Frank Thomas 
 

Offering some definitions of moral imagination: 
John Paul Lederach:  the capacity to imagine something rooted in the challenges of the real 
world yet capable of giving birth to that which does not yet exist 
Frank Thomas:  the ability of the preacher, intuitive or otherwise, in the midst of the chaotic 
experiences of human life and existence, to grasp and share God’s abiding wisdom and ethical 
truth in order to benefit the individual and common humanity 
 

Characteristics of moral imagination as posited by Frank Thomas 
• Envision equality and represent that by one’s physical presence 
• Empathy (I would say compassion) as a catalyst or bridge to create opportunities to 

overcome the past and make new decisions for peace and justice 
• Sources of wisdom and truth in ancient texts, the wisdom of the ages 
• The language of poetry and art that lifts and elevates the human spirit by touching the 

emotive chords of wonder, hope, and mystery. 
 

Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s Speech in Parliament 
Available on YouTube:  https://youtu.be/OKeUhXiYl7s 
 
Questions for Consideration in small group round one: 
How does the Prime Minister frame the incident? 
What message(s) does she send to the people of New Zealand? 
What message(s) does she send to those most affected? 
What beliefs/values/anchors does she communicate? 
What challenges does she offer to the nation?  To individuals? 
What invitation(s) does she offer to the nation and to individuals to participate in the healing of 
their nation? 
What begins to arise as critical to moral imagination/leading with moral imagination? 
What role does clarity and precise language play in her moral leadership?  What does she avoid 
putting into this conversation? 
 
Prime Minister Jacinda Ardern’s Speech at Christchurch 
Available on YouTube:  https://youtu.be/YdGq3frFsRo 
 
Questions for Consideration while viewing the speech 

https://youtu.be/OKeUhXiYl7s
https://youtu.be/YdGq3frFsRo


Look and listen for the characteristics of moral imagination.  Some suggestions for consideration 
appear below. Notice and name other evidence of a moral imagination at work. 
Describe the nature of her presence.  
Describe the positing of equality 
Describe and note the expressions of compassion.  How is it extended? How is it embodied? 
Where do you see/experience the wisdom of the ages? 
What language/art/affect elevates the human spirit? 
 
Questions for Consideration in small group round two: 
Continue to notice and refine what it means to lead with moral imagination. 
“What dangerous sermon/conversation/intervention in relationships have you been 
avoiding?  What needs to be said, done, opened, invited?  What has captured your attention 
today about how you might enter into that encounter?  What about the characteristics of moral 
imagination do you most need to cultivate if you are to move forward and mature your 
leadership in this particular circumstance? 
 
Resources: 
Chapter on Compassion from To Walk in Integrity by Steve Doughty 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K0SzcWS_4zezuJzMpGN2IYP4lKdjn6Rm/view?usp=sharing 
 
Chapter on Moral Imagination from How to Preach a Dangerous Sermon by Frank Thomas.   
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pK9WKkMxM_3hzL8tXaOMQyNlcFOhoyAu/view?usp=sharing 
 
Chapter on Imagination from The Preaching Life by Barbara Brown Taylor. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E2oWWDZ7nFkn3FCyH8sx1lAIHOiHwHos/view?usp=sharing 
 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1K0SzcWS_4zezuJzMpGN2IYP4lKdjn6Rm/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pK9WKkMxM_3hzL8tXaOMQyNlcFOhoyAu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1E2oWWDZ7nFkn3FCyH8sx1lAIHOiHwHos/view?usp=sharing

